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Demanding the Angels’ Share:
Intellectual Property and Spiritual Organization in the Urantia Foundation

Abstract: This article explores the role that intellectual property plays as it shapes the
circulation and use of ‘The Urantia Book,’ a divinely revealed text published in 1955 and
embraced by a community of believers. For many modern spiritual communities – of which the
Urantian community is a telling example – their coherence no longer lies in a centralized
institution like the church but instead in a shared dedication to sacred texts and other religious
media. Thus, intellectual property has become an effective means to administer the ephemeral
beliefs and practices mediated by these texts. This article explores a number of the Urantia
Foundation’s cases to demonstrate how intellectual property law can be used to maintain and
adjudicate social relations rather than simply determining the proper allocation of ownership
over a contested good. This project uses the legal battles of the Urantia Foundation as an
opportunity to examine how religious communities ethically justify forms of ownership in
religious goods and to highlight the incongruities between theories of authorship, originality and
ownership within spiritual communities and those embedded in the law. Further, by focusing on
intellectual property in the religious world, I seek to answer the question: does religion belong to
the public domain?
Keywords: Intellectual property, Public Domain, Spirituality, New Religious Movements,
Authorship, Commodification,
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“Look at your Urantia Book. At the spine it is stitched and tightly bound together. But
around the remaining edges, all of the pages are free. You can flip through them with
ease and turn to any page. The publishing responsibility of Urantia Foundation is like
that. By the copyright, the Foundation ‘stitches the spine so firmly’ that not a page can be
added or lost. But at the same time, the Book is flexible in that all who desire to study it
may open it and engage in the exhilarating quest for spiritual truth.”
– Richard Keeler, President of the Urantia Foundation (1998-2004)1
Religious organizations in the United States are increasingly turning to intellectual
property law in order to assert control over sacred texts and other forms of religious media.
Groups like the Worldwide Church of God, the Church of Scientology, Bikram Yoga, and Oscar
Ichazo’s Arica School among others all exemplify this trend. By strategically deploying property
rights in their religious media, these organizations successfully operate within the contemporary
spiritual marketplace, form new religious communities, and maneuver in juridical terrain that has
few tools with which to adjudicate religious disputes.
I explore the role that intellectual property plays as it shapes the circulation and use of
The Urantia Book, a divinely revealed text published in 1955 and embraced by a small group of
believers. For many modern spiritual communities – of which the Urantian community is a
telling example – their coherence no longer lies in a centralized institution like the church but
instead in a shared dedication to sacred texts and other religious media. This development has
created an unexpected role for intellectual property, which is mobilized to maintain and
adjudicate social relations rather than simply determining the proper allocation of ownership
over a contested good. I trace the legal battles of the Urantia Foundation to examine how
religious communities ethically justify forms of ownership in religious goods and to highlight the
incongruities between theories of authorship, originality and ownership within spiritual
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communities and those embedded in the law. Ultimately, I seek to answer the question: does
religion belong to the public domain?
Published in 1955, The Urantia Book consists of 196 different papers (totaling 2,097
pages) describing the characteristics of humanity’s divine nature, the myriad journeys of the soul
in the afterlife, the complex cosmology of the universe and countless other features of the
spiritual environment. It was claimed to be authored by celestial beings responsible for
presenting a new revelation to Urantians (human inhabitants of the planet Urantia, also known as
Earth) in order to assist in their evolutionary development and to foster their eventual inclusion
in a greater cosmic citizenry. Over the course of thirty years, the papers were ‘received’2 by an
anonymous sleeping person, transcribed and compiled into their current form in Chicago by an
informal group known as the Contact Commission. Before the publication of the papers, the
Contact Commission created the Urantia Foundation – a non-profit educational institution –
formed to, “perpetually preserve inviolate the text of The Urantia Book and to disseminate the
principles, teachings, and doctrines of The Urantia Book.”3 In their mission statement, the
Foundation committed itself to the accomplishment of two complementary tasks: an act of
textual preservation of the divine revelation and an act of social outreach, circulating the new
gospel for the twentieth century.
The Urantia Book is an unwieldy, challenging text. It traces the history of humanity,
beginning with descriptions of the Isle of Paradise where God lives at the center of the cosmos,
continuing with the history and development of our local universe of Nebadon and home planet
Urantia, and concluding with a new gospel “The Life and Teachings of Jesus,” in which Michael,
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the creator of our local universe, chose to descend to Urantia and live as a mortal in order to
better understand how to rule his creation. Filled with book-specific terminology and written in a
mélange of styles varying from chapter to chapter, The Urantia Book provides a unique and
intimidating challenge to new readers. The Foundation was thus tasked with figuring out the best
methods for distributing and promoting this idiosyncratic book to a wider audience and for
cultivating a robust community of readers who could responsibly interpret and apply the
teachings of this new revelation.
The Urantia Foundation quickly secured key intellectual property rights in the text. By
early 1955, it had registered the copyright of The Urantia Book and attempted to trademark both
the word ‘Urantia’ and their central symbol of three blue concentric circles.4 The Foundation’s
legal maneuvers were not simply a means to generate revenue or to protect the economic rights
of the book’s heavenly authors but rather a critical strategy for the fulfillment of the
Foundation’s religious obligation to the divine revelation. In August of 1942 the Revelatory
Commission – the angels tasked with the responsibility of conveying their message to humanity
– spelled out such obligation in no uncertain language:
You have not done enough to safeguard your name. Make it safe for one generation so
the name Urantia cannot be pre-empted. In a common-law trust you hold the name. You
do it also in a corporation. A corporation has status in law. You also do it in the
copyright. You must carefully register it with the division of government that I have
looked into, that controls trade relations, Trademark…In all those ways you must
safeguard the name. This is one of your most important duties. 5
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The Foundation used its property rights to widely publish the book in the United States, develop
and fund translations, and administer to a robust network of licensed schools, organizations and
reader groups dedicated to the revelation. It also repeatedly found itself defending its property
rights in the courts.
These actions have unintentionally contested the very nature of the book as religious text.
Questions about the protections granted to divine authorship, the differences between
channeling, inspiration and original creation, and the tension between the religious freedom of
readers and the monopoly rights granted by copyright and trademark have all found expression in
a series of court cases beginning in the seventies and continuing for the next thirty years. In
1993, Kristin Maaherra – who was being sued by the Urantia Foundation for distributing a fulllength digital version of the book on CD – clarified just what was at stake in these conflicts,
writing, “By suing me, the Foundation has swallowed a poison pill. If they admit the
superhuman authorship of the Papers in court, they lose the copyright. If they say they hired a
human to write the Papers, they lose their credibility with the readers – not to mention the
Ancients of Days.”6
By using intellectual property law to resolve conflicts around religious works, the
Foundation willfully moved onto a juridical terrain that fails to recognize religious authority,
favors the literary work, categorizes on the basis of authorial right, and measures value through a
doctrine of originality. However, the Urantia Foundation’s legal actions derived from strong,
religiously motivated rationales present within the community. They learned to articulate a
legally recognizable defense of intellectual property rights in religious works without relying on
arguments grounded in the moral rights of the individual author (since the texts in question are
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divinely authored) or the economic rights of the cultural producer (since overzealous pursuit of
profit damages claims to religious sincerity especially regarding the obligation to freely ‘spread
the gospel’). Instead, they constructed a defense that was grounded in logics of care, stewardship
and control, imagining the property holder as custodian and caretaker for objects that are legally
owned by central institutions but symbolically owned by the whole community. This argument,
however, belied complex internal struggles within the Foundation. While its legal actions
against property infringers were pursued to protect the work from outside interference, they were
also aimed at defining insider and outsider in the Urantian community. These cases were thus
intimately implicated in and became battlegrounds for competing forms of religious community
within the Urantian social world.
This article will use the intellectual property disputes of a marginal religious group like
the Urantia Foundation to look at new modes of spiritual organization developing in the
twentieth and twenty-first centuries and to examine what legal and organizational strategies are
available to shape these new institutions. New religious movements like the Urantia community
frequently define themselves against traditional American religion conceived as a community
organized around a centralized church and subservient to denominational and congregational
hierarchies of power. Instead, Urantians and other similar contemporary spiritual movements
experiment and innovate in their development of new networks of spiritual practitioners united
by common interests but not bound by formal membership. Courtney Bender has aptly described
efforts to research these developing modes of spirituality as akin to ‘shoveling fog.’ However,
the tendency to view spirituality as amorphous, dispersed and highly individualized neglects the
very real ways in which, “spirituality is produced in multiple social situations, including many
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that we regularly do not consider religious.” 7 This description aptly describes the ways in which
the American courtroom has become an alternative space for the formation of spiritual
organization for the Urantia Foundation. In the absence of formal religious hierarchies and
traditions, the Urantia Foundation has attempted to create a coherent community through the
mechanisms of intellectual property law. 8 Intellectual property is uniquely suited to this task as it
helps determine the conditions of access and rules of use for cultural goods and in doing so
litigates not just ownership claims but also the social relations constituted by and around
contested properties.
The licensing agreements the Foundation created for its affiliate organizations such as the
local chapters of the Urantia Brotherhood and the incipient international study groups provided
concrete links across centers of activity. Intellectual property thus provided the legal means
through which to create a structured network of followers that might otherwise have become
increasingly uncontrollable without a single organizational center of gravity. More importantly,
these agreements provided social coherence in the absence of both a traditional church-based
organizational structure and a unified community of interpretation, as Urantians have largely
maintained the value of individualized relationships to the divine and encouraged multiple
avenues of interpretation.
The licensing strategies of the Urantia Foundation were also meant to maintain a
particular configuration of community, one sturdy enough to rebuff external challenges (from the
distortions of mass media, the growing attacks of anti-cult activists, and the appropriation of The
Urantia Book by UFO religions and other ‘fringe groups’) but also flexible enough to allow the
growth of the community and the spread of the revelations of The Urantia Book around the
7
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world. How exactly to maintain the balance characteristic of a healthy spiritual organization was
something not fully agreed upon within the community itself. For instance, different factions
within the Urantia community had conflicting opinions about the degree to which The Urantia
Book should be advertised, how it should be introduced to people outside the community, how
much the Foundation should charge for the book, and even how the book jacket and back cover
should be designed in order to adequately entice new readers. Furthermore, the size and
complexity of The Urantia Book demanded a particularly dedicated reader, and those who had
conquered the book’s substantial literary challenges were hesitant to make the book too
accessible thereby robbing the book of its role as gatekeeper separating uncommitted readers
from true members of the community. The legal battles involving The Urantia Book were as
much challenges to hegemonic visions of the Urantian community as they were contests over
economic and authorial rights. The Urantia Foundation was primarily threatened not by a loss of
revenue in sales of The Urantia Book if it were to enter the public domain, but rather by
competing conceptions of the developing community itself.

Litigating Religious Authorship

On January 3, 1956 the Copyright Office issued a Certificate of Registration to the
Urantia Foundation for The Urantia Book. A few years earlier, the Foundation had registered its
three concentric circle service mark with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. Plans to secure
intellectual property rights and its associated symbols had been decided early in the development
of the movement. As early as 1932, members of the Contact Commission looked into the
mechanics of national and international registration and asked about the possibility of securing
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‘indefinite’ copyright.9 However, this proactive approach to securing rights was not pursued as a
market strategy, for the Foundation had no intentions of engaging in aggressive commercial
distribution of the book. Instead, at the same time that the Foundation was acquiring their
intellectual property rights, they were also constructing a carefully designed and spiritually
motivated policy of distribution for the book.
The first extended analysis of the logic behind the Foundation’s copyright, written by
Philip Calabrese in 1973, encouraged the securing of intellectual property rights not only in order
to protect the sacred text and to monitor the ways that the book was being interpreted, but also
control distribution in a manner that fit with their unique vision of ‘evolutionary growth.’
Calabrese writes, “The copyright was a logical necessity to the plan of gradual presentation of
The Urantia Book to Urantia. Such a copyright is simply necessary in order to control the rate
and means of dissemination of The Urantia Book to Urantians.”10 The Foundation hoped to
foster a slow but persistent development of public awareness in the book, one copy at a time,
from person to person, thus their formal distribution policy prohibited advertising, frowned upon
attempts to publicize in any way other than word-of-mouth, and even discouraged introducing
the book to bookstores.11 This oddly anti-market distribution strategy was designed to prevent
‘revolutionary growth,’ which was understood negatively as aggressive, impatient and
uncontrollable and to foster a model in which the carefully planned movement of the book
between readers linked them into an ever-expanding network of believers.
9
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While the Foundation enforced their policy of slow growth, an increasing number of
enthusiastic readers were eager to distribute the book more widely and to evangelize on behalf of
the Urantian revelation. Pursuing their more aggressive dissemination practices, these readers
recognized the necessity of challenging the Foundation’s intellectual property rights and the
religious authority that those rights granted. These circumstances led to a series of lawsuits,
scattered over three decades, to wrest The Urantia Book from the Foundation’s control and to
place it in the public domain.
The first two disputes to go to trial in the United States – Urantia Foundation v. King and
Urantia Foundation v. Burton – did not present any substantive difficulties to the Foundation’s
contested property rights. In Urantia Foundation v. King (involving a reader who opened his
own school and created derivative works without authorization from the Foundation), the
presiding judge simply noted that The Urantia Book is an original work, the Certificate of
Registration filed by the Foundation is prima facie evidence of ownership; therefore, the
Foundation’s copyright is valid.12 The Foundation also sufficiently demonstrated that it had
refused permission to Burton King to use the word ‘Urantia’ for its school and to distribute or in
almost any way affiliate with The Urantia Book.13 This decision closely hewed to the precedent
set by one of the few preceding cases to have dealt with divine or supernatural authorship: Oliver
v. Saint Germain. In this case the judge also quickly dismissed the complications of religious
authorship involving a channeled book and wrote, “The law deals with realities and does not
recognize communication with and the conveyances of legal rights by the spiritual world as the
basis for its judgment.”14
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A subsequent case, Urantia Foundation v. Burton reached similar conclusions, although
the court was more willing to engage with the question of authorship. Robert Burton planned to
produce an unauthorized Spanish translation of The Urantia Book and encouraged a translator in
France to do the same.15 During the trial, Burton defended his right to reproduce the book by
counterclaiming that the Foundation’s copyright was void because it fraudulently misstated the
authorship of the book. Burton accused the Foundation of asserting authorship of The Urantia
Book whereas the Revelators were, in fact, the true authors.16 Burton’s argument hoped to steer
the courts away from the agnosticism demonstrated in past decisions and to force them to
consider the possibility that the sincere attribution of authorship to a spirit would invalidate the
channel’s copyright and would prevent one from being able to demonstrate legal transfer from a
supernatural being to a human proprietor. 17 While the presiding judges made some inquiries into
the nature of the production of The Urantia Book, their decisions deliberately stopped short of
unpacking the complex matrix of divine/human authorship and the nature of celestial
transmission.
The court described The Urantia Book not as divinely authored revelation but rather as
divine or spiritual inspiration. The presiding judge claimed, “The book was written down as the
result of divine or spiritual inspiration…The source of the patient’s inspiration is irrelevant. No
one contends that The Urantia Book was not original and therefore not copyrightable. The
patient, as author, had an immediate, common law copyright, or right of first publication, in the
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book. He was free to transfer or assign this right to whomever he saw fit.”18 The Court’s decision
displayed a willful blindness to the religious dimensions of the case and by reconfiguring a
divine mode of textual production into a frame more amenable to copyright law. 19 The
Foundation was happy to accede to the judge’s description of facts, since they worked in the
Foundation’s favor; however, in later documents, it quite clearly stated that the attribution of
authorship to the ‘human subject,’ was done, “for the legal purposes necessary to obtain
copyright protection.”
In a special issue on copyright in The Urantia Book, the Foundation’s newsletter
Urantian News presented their critique of authorship. Echoing the criticism of the authorconstruct formulated by critical legal scholars, the Foundation described the very concept of
‘authorship’ as a purely commercial/legal one created during the era of the printing press:
Now it becomes ever more obvious that the ‘human subject’ was but a small part of this
vast project, even if a critical part. In this context, it would be absurd for him, or anyone
else directly involved, to lay claim to the status of ‘author.’ To avoid a cult of personality
which would certainly surround him otherwise, and to give us an unwritten lesson that
our fascination with ‘authors’ is somewhat more closely related to superstition, the
‘human subject’ divested himself of any interest which would otherwise be legally
available to him through copyright. …Because we inhabit a selfish and materialistic
culture, driven largely by commercial interest, pragmatic minds recognized the need to
secure this text, admirably disclaimed by its ‘authors’ against others who later would not
be so unassuming. Copyrighting the text of the Urantia Papers was therefore essential and
in accord with the conventions prevailing then and now for submitting a written work for
sale to the general public.20
For the Foundation, authorship was recognized as a legal construct evoked in order to secure
control of the text. The language of authorship was strategically deployed even though the
Foundation acknowledged that it failed to capture the complex production of the book as it
emerged from the interactions between the divine revelators, sleeping subject and Foundation
18
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over the course of thirty years. 21 The few texts that explicitly address the process by which the
revelation was presented to the Contact Commission describe it as a blending of human and
divine initiated by the angels but also dependent on human participation.22 Thus, the Foundation
clarified that, while they were not necessarily authors in the classical sense, they were
nonetheless active agents in the book’s creation and were thus entitled to property rights.
Referring to questions that the Contact Commission posed to the revelators to develop the
Urantia Papers (which then became the chapters of The Urantia Book), the Foundation latched
onto a new slogan: “No questions – no Papers,”23 thus casting members of the Foundation as
actors engaged in the process of production rather than passive receivers of a divinely authored
transmission.
In 1991, the Foundation initiated another lawsuit, this time against Kristen Maaherra for
her production of a digitized version of The Urantia Book on compact disc. This lawsuit proved
to be the longest, most public and most costly of the Foundation’s legal battles. Maaherra
mobilized a number of defenses against the Foundation and succeeded in challenging the
legitimacy of the renewal of The Urantia Book’s copyright in 1983 as a ‘work for hire.’24 The
Foundation defended their renewal by configuring the ‘sleeping subject’ (whom the previous
courts recognized as an author) as employee of the Contact Commission. The Foundation hoped
this filing would solidify their role as corporate author and minimize the role of the ‘sleeping
subject’ who was simply a convenient medium through which the Foundation interacted with the
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divine. This attempt to minimize the role of the ‘sleeping subject’ coincided with demands from
the angels themselves who were “determined that future generations shall have the book wholly
free from moral connections…The book does not even bear the imprint of the printer who
brought the book into being.”25 The judge found no evidence of an employee-employer
relationship between the Foundation and the subject and stated that they “lacked any power to
control the production of the ‘Urantia Papers,’ [because] although the Contact Commission
would submit questions, it was the ‘personalities’ that determined which questions would be
considered and what would be included in the text.”26 In other words, either the angels or the
sleeping subject could be deemed authors but not the Foundation (via the Contact Commission).
The Urantia Book thus was set to enter the public domain until the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals overturned the District Court’s decision. The Court of Appeals determined that the
renewal’s description of the book as a ‘work for hire’ was simply an inadvertent mistake that did
not invalidate the copyright, and the transfer of the original printing plates for the book from the
original Contact Commission to the Foundation in 1950 was sufficient to indicate legal transfer
of intellectual property rights. The Court linked the material ownership of the plates with
ownership in the copyright claiming that, “The mere possession of the printing plates by the
Foundation, the purported assignee, may have been sufficient to establish an assignment as
against a third party, such as Maaherra who does not claim any superior copyright interest.” 27
This judgment legitimated both the Foundation’s legal claims as well as their religious authority,
which explicitly derived from possession of the plates. The Divine Revelators requested that the
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original written manuscript of The Urantia Book be destroyed so as to foreclose the possibility of
its fetishization as a sacred object, and they ordered that plates be cast in order to limit human
attempts to ‘correct’ their message over time. Thus, the plates became the only reliable record of
the angels’ message once the divine transmission had ended. As Urantia historian Larry Mullins
writes, “When the plates were made and the manuscripts destroyed, the plates became the
original text. The plates are so defined in Urantia Foundation’s Declaration of Trust.”28
The Ninth Circuit’s judgment further stressed that copyright law, while not designed to
protect divine beings, nonetheless does not “expressly require ‘human’ authorship.” To this
point, the Court cited an article by Arthur R. Miller in the Harvard Law Review in which Miller
writes, “It is far from clear that the federal courts ultimately will conclude that our copyright law
requires human authorship…The Constitution’s reference to ‘authors’ does not…mandate that
authors be flesh and blood. Textually, the Clause says little more than that ‘Authors’ are those
responsible for creating the ‘Writings’ that Congress chooses to protect.”29 While the court
subsequently made light of these claims, writing that “the copyrightability issue is not a
metaphysical one” requiring the courts to determine the Book’s celestial origins, the argument
nonetheless points to the increasingly capacious nature of intellectual property to accommodate
cultural productions regardless of fit between that product (its origin, history, purpose and
function) and the language and modality of copyright law. For the Circuit Court, it seems that
judgments about the book’s ownership preceded and determined authorship rather than the other
way around.
The Maaherra decision also affirmed the Contact Commission’s central role in the
creation of the book, recognizing their activity assembling The Urantia Book as a composite
28
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work. The Court of Appeals agreed that the book was not simply the product of the sleeping
subject and that the Commission, by posing questions to the Revelators and by editing,
compiling and arranging the 196 papers, contributed the requisite level of creativity required for
copyright protection.30 The Court favorably compared the work of the Commission to the
Supreme Court ruling in Feist Publications v. Rural Telephone Service (1991) – a landmark case
in which the white pages of the plaintiff’s telephone directory did not qualify for copyright
because there was nothing original about the alphabetical arrangement of names – explaining
that the work of the Commission to select and arrange the revelations met the ‘extremely low’
threshold level of creativity required for protection.31
While Kristen Maaherra’s defense ultimately failed to overturn the Foundation’s
copyright,32 a subsequent case brought by one of Maaherra’s primary funders – Harry McMullan
– finally invalidated the Foundation’s rights in the book. McMullan created an organization that
released a book titled Jesus: A New Revelation. This book reprinted verbatim seventy-six of the
196 papers constituting The Urantia Book.33 By extracting and printing separately the section of
the book that dealt only with the life of Jesus, McMullan’s organization was doing the very thing
the Foundation feared would happen if the book entered the public domain: they were
threatening the integrity of the book as a unified whole. The Foundation wrote, “None of us has
the right independently to take the future course of the revelation into our own hands, according
to our own ideas, and change the words of the text or deliver it in a partial dismembered form.”34
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In the trial against McMullan, the jury ultimately decided that the Urantia Foundation had
legitimately held the original copyright in the book but they were unable to renew those rights
thus causing them to revert back to the anonymous sleeping subject as original author.35 The
Urantia Foundation appealed the decision up to the Supreme Court but was unsuccessful in
reclaiming their copyright.36 On June 20, 2001 The Urantia Book was declared to be in the
public domain.
Throughout these court cases, the Urantia Foundation engaged in two acts of translation:
one, transferring their religious justifications for ownership onto the juridical terrain of
intellectual property law and, two, transferring legal rationales into the language of spirituality,
thus defending a legalistic approach at odds with the spirit of ecumenism and outreach
characteristic of many religious communities. Through these difficult acts of translation, the
Foundation and their adversaries attempted to control the definition of the Urantian community,
determine the relationships that ground the religious-actor network, and stabilize the systems of
power at play within their institutions. However, these cases were only the most visible
manifestations of a broader conflict around intellectual property within the community. In the
following section, I will look at the social conditions that provided the backdrop for and helped
to instigate these cases. The organizational history of The Urantia Book displays a series of
conflicts that, though they did not extend all the way to court, still featured intellectual property
rights as a central concern. The principle players in this conflict are the two founding
organizations – the Urantia Foundation and the Urantia Brotherhood – both of whom had
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different visions for the distribution of the Urantian revelation, as well as different visions of
property and ownership in the religious domain.

Competing Strategies Distributing Revelation

The Urantia Foundation and Urantia Brotherhood served two separate yet complementary
functions. The Foundation was constructed as an autocratic group responsible for maintaining
the integrity of The Urantia Book and encouraging its dissemination, while the Brotherhood was
a democratic organization that provided membership, belonging and community to readers. 37
The two organizations were linked by an intellectual property agreement in which the
Foundation gave the Brotherhood permission to utilize the name ‘Urantia’ and the tri-concentric
circle service mark.38 The establishment of these twinned institutions was designed to create a
balance of power thereby mitigating the tendency for centralized spiritual organizations to
calcify and become excessively formalized and hierarchical as they age. “To avoid overorganization and thus to permit the individual to enjoy religious liberty in the full expression of
his own personal interpretation of the truths of religious belief,” the Foundation would manage
the legal and financial issues related to The Urantia Book while the Brotherhood would, “provide
a vehicle for the socialization of the Urantia teachings and to serve as the scaffolding for the
development of a real brotherhood which would act as a living transmitter of the Urantia
message.”39
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These organizational strategies demonstrated a degree of awareness about the complex
nature of spiritual community that was particularly prescient in 1955. The Urantia movement’s
caution toward developing institutional forms that too closely resembled traditional religion
pushed them into imagining new managerial arrangements through which the movement’s
leaders could continue to assert control over followers while avoiding the perception that they
were simply recreating conventional models of religious authority. This rhetoric of spiritual
organization provided the conceptual terrain on which later disputes between the Foundation and
Brotherhood were to be enacted.
Martin Myers, an attorney appointed to the Urantia Foundation Board of Trustees in
1973, wrote, “That organization is best which organizes least and co-ordinates most.”40 Myers
imagined the Urantia community not as a particular church or sect but instead as a collection of
individual ‘religionists’ similarly dedicated to the propagation of The Urantia Book. This model
of religiosity was not characterized as a form of identity (the reader as Urantian) but rather as a
general spiritual orientation to the world prompted by a shared belief in the truth of the
revelations. Distribution of the book was simply a means to the greater end of promoting the
spiritual uplift of humanity, and sharing the book was a concrete way to demonstrate loyalty to
the theology expressed in the revelation. In Myer’s words, the Urantia Brotherhood was
imagined not as a religious group but as social group with a religious objective.
Myers also described the preferred method of dissemination of The Urantia Book – a
strategy synchronized to the policy of ‘slow growth’ developed fifteen years earlier. According
to a 1958 Statement of Policy, “For the foreseeable future…the Trustees deem it unwise to
engage in formal advertising.” They also discouraged attempts to get the book into bookstores
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because booksellers were too interested in augmenting profit. Instead, the Foundation thought
that, “The Book appears to have fared best in new hands when the recipient had a reasonably
close relationship to the donor. We accordingly recommend continuing emphasis on this method
of dissemination.”41 This person-to-person distribution strategy became orthodoxy within the
Foundation and was further confirmed in Myers’ influential article. He wrote, “We are very
much aware that the physical distribution of the actual text – The Urantia Book itself – could be
completed worldwide, say, within five years. But we know that the results of such a fool hardy
effort would be appalling. Like a house built upon unstable foundations, the entire structure of
growth, while it might grow quickly, would ultimately collapse.” Instead, successful distribution
would require patiently making incremental but meaningful transactions between dedicated
readers and neophytes in the broader public sphere. The physical transfer of the book was only to
occur if the recipient seemed entirely prepared to accept the book as revelation.
This outlook was again confirmed in a joint publication by the Urantia Foundation and
Brotherhood, “The Dissemination of The Urantia Book and Statement on Publicity.” The two
organizations affirmed their commitment to anti-advertising principles, reiterated the distinction
between proper ‘evolutionary growth’ and problematic ‘revolutionary growth,’ and clarified the
preferred means of promoting The Urantia Book via word-of-mouth. This statement reflected a
growing awareness of competing rationales developing beyond the inner circle of policy makers
agitating for more aggressive distribution strategies. In response, the Foundation clarified their
role by distinguishing the book as material object from the immaterial gospel contained therein:
“Readers of The Urantia Book insist that it is the Father’s will that they spread the gospel far and
wide without restraint. And they are right. Discussion ensues when trying to determine what is
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meant by the ‘gospel,’ and what the Father’s will is with respect to spreading the gospel.” The
statement asserted that, while believers were entirely right to desire to spread the gospel
indiscriminately, the Foundation was nonetheless justified in planning a more careful strategy for
the distribution of the physical book itself. They concluded that effort was better spent working
to find the “one or two individuals at a time…better prepared to receive the expanded truths of
The Urantia Book,” rather than broadcasting their message indiscriminately to the ‘present-day
multitudes.’ 42
The statement also addressed the growth of supplementary or derivative materials being
developed by various societies and independent readers. While the Foundation expressed some
concern about heterodox interpretations of The Urantia Book present in these materials, their
primary objection was based on the notion that derivative works were being used as recruiting
devices in lieu of person-to-person contact. Instead of calibrating the presentation of the book to
each individual person, tracts, slide shows and brochures were indifferent to the unique spiritual
needs and intellectual questions of each new reader. They continue, “The spirit of the teachings
rarely comes through in a brochure; multimedia presentations often are too intellectual or too
emotional in tone, not effective unless presented with discussion led by a well-prepared
facilitator. The tendency to rely upon secondary materials may represent a more expedient
approach to introducing the book and may display an impatience with the seemingly slow rate of
growth of new readers.”43
Taken collectively, these statements reveal the fundamental complementarity of the
missions assigned to the Foundation and Brotherhood. Because the Foundation’s authority to
enforce policies was generated by their property rights in The Urantia Book, the release of these
42
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statements coincided with a period of intense legal consolidation of their intellectual properties.
The Foundation aggressively trademarked a number of words and symbols related to The
Urantia Book and created a new licensing agreement that was to be signed by the Urantia
Brotherhood and all local societies. Thus, the Foundation was simultaneously clarifying their
distribution strategy while also binding the satellite communities to that strategy through
licensing agreements structured around the Foundation’s ownership of key intellectual property
rights.
These policies paradoxically embraced the legal tools designed for the marketplace while
simultaneously expressing ambivalence about the presence of The Urantia Book in that
marketplace. Instead of using their rights to improve their presence in the religious publishing
world, the Foundation used intellectual property to shield the book from the vagaries, fads and
vulgar profit motives of the marketplace and to secure approved highly-regulated channels of
distribution for The Urantia Book.44 While the Brotherhood initially agreed to this strategy,
many members became increasingly frustrated with the Foundation’s aversion to any kind of
advertising and publicity to a broader public. For instance, the Foundation obstructed programs
of ministry through radio broadcast or other media channels by requiring that communicators not
mention The Urantia Book or quote from its pages. Similarly, they acceded to the distribution of
newsletters and other publications but insisted that those materials not explicitly identify The
Urantia Book and Urantia organizations. This strategy of concealing the Urantian origin of
religious content was described as ‘bootlegging’ the teachings into different forms of outreach.
‘Bootlegging’ was pursued in the hope that the intrinsic quality of the teachings themselves
would encourage people to inquire further about the source of inspiration, at which point The
44
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Urantia Book could finally be personally introduced. After Jonestown and the development of a
robust anti-cult movement in the seventies, these anti-promotional policies were described as the
only appropriate method for generating awareness of the revelation and were necessary to avoid
the inevitable distortions and mischaracterizations that would come from broader exposure of the
Urantia movement.45
As counter-productive as they seem, these policies were deemed necessary to redefine the
sale of The Urantia Book from an economic transaction into a spiritual interaction that could
generate the bonds of the Urantian community. The impersonal sale of the book was
reconfigured into a pact between individuals – a pact that linked them into the Urantian spiritual
network. The Foundation was thus developing its own spiritualized model of consumption to
complement its spiritualized model of authorship. As the traditional ‘author’ was replaced by an
organization of stewards for a divine revelation, the ‘reader’ was transformed into a node in the
social circuitry of the Urantian community. Intellectual property law provided the legal armature
for this carefully designed strategy of spiritualized distribution and united actors on both sides of
the production/reception divide into a shared religious framework. The forms of control asserted
by the Foundation through their intellectual property rights thus cannot be reduced to a single
axis of doctrinal control/censorship over a community or of commodification of a religious text.
Instead, the Foundation’s intellectual property rights were utilized to create forms of distribution
that are themselves productive of desired spiritualized social relations. In this sense, the
Foundation instantiates Marilyn Strathern’s claim that, “Techniques of distribution do not just
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disseminate what has been created elsewhere, but have themselves a creative or productive
potential.”46
Many readers were aware of the Foundation’s policies but remained unconvinced by their
rationale and bristled at the Trustees’ increasing assertions of control through contractual
agreements and threats of litigation. Duane Faw, a member of the Urantia Brotherhood’s Judicial
Committee, effectively expressed this shared frustration when he wrote, “Although the noadvertising, low-profile approach is wholly concurred in, the normal development of a market
for The Urantia Book has been so poorly handled that it is an acrobatic feat to get the book in
98% of the country.”47 Thus, many chapters, despite signing licensing agreements, began to
surreptitiously assert greater local autonomy in their promotion for The Urantia Book.48 The
increasingly independent local societies not only developed a wide array of derivative materials,
they began pushing for more direct advertising and marketing of the book. Many in the
Brotherhood also encouraged differential pricing strategies including discounts for volume sales
to individual societies and commercial distributors and the development of wider avenues of
distribution.49
More versatile and business-oriented strategies were suggested by Brotherhood member
Harry McMullan in “Marketing The Urantia Book.” McMullan stressed that book sales are the
primary means by which the success of the movement can be gauged. The Brotherhood, he
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suggested, should encourage broader sales through competitive pricing (modeled after the
success of Gideons International and the Mormons who offset book distribution costs with future
increases in membership), institute standard policies regarding prepayment and returns from
sellers, and redesign the dust jacket to be more attractive to the ‘uninitiated.’ 50 McMullan
summarized his argument with a plea to the Foundation to recognize that the marketplace was
not antagonistic but rather integral to the Urantia movement’s success. He did not so much
challenge the ‘slow growth’ policy on theological grounds as dismiss it as bad business practice:
The key to our future growth lies in taking a different attitude toward book sales: one
which views sales not as a means of financing operational overhead, but rather as
fulfilling perhaps our basic mission as an organization and as the means of enlargement
of our fellowship. The Master taught that since we received freely, freely we should give.
We should gear our policies toward broad dissemination of The Urantia Book. It should
be sold as cheaply as possible, packaged attractively, and distributed through normal and
existing commercial channels.51
While some of McMullan’s suggestions were adopted for a time, the slow growth policy
remained the official strategy of the Foundation, fueling increasingly defiant challenges to their
authority.
An independent organization – the Center for Urantia Book Synergy – was formed
specifically to “effect the widespread awareness and easily affordable availability of The Urantia
Book to the spiritually hungry and truth-seeking people of the planet.” They organized Urantia
Book conferences and sold the book at a subsidized rate well below the Foundation’s suggested
retail price. In their newsletter, CUBS advertised the book at discounted rates and, in the words
of Larry Mullins, “quietly exposed [the Foundation’s] official philosophy of restraining growth
and preventing public awareness of the Revelation.” Finally, when CUBS claimed sale of over
10 percent of all copies of The Urantia Book worldwide, the Foundation filed suit against them
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for trademark infringement.52 In a move that would be replicated in legal battles to come, CUBS
countersued, challenging the legitimacy of the Foundation’s trademarks and service marks in the
word ‘Urantia’ and ‘Urantian.’ They claimed that the word ‘Urantia’ was symbolic not of the
Foundation but rather of the ‘religion’ that the Foundation was created to foster, and as terms of
religion, the marks were not subject to exclusive appropriation.53 While the case was eventually
settled out of court, it marked the beginning of an era dominated by legal battles over the
Foundation’s intellectual property. Many participants in CUBS later made direct contributions to
future defendants in Foundation lawsuits and provided legal support for the landmark Maaherra
and Michael Foundation cases.
Inevitably, the Foundation’s aggressive legal strategies were turned against the
Brotherhood as well. Members of the Brotherhood became increasingly vocal in their criticisms
of the Foundation’s policies and the ways in which their efforts to monitor distribution were
impeding the ability of the community to organize and grow as they saw fit. Harry McMullan
said that the Brotherhood had too long been ‘enablers’ and “had allowed itself to be manipulated
because of fear of retribution (removal of use of the trademarks) by the Foundation.”54 For
instance, in August 1987, the Brotherhood suggested a test marketing study, which promptly
generated a threat from the Foundation that, “The Trustees will consider such undertaking as
ground for appropriate action including but not limited to the revocation of the license
authorizing the use of the Foundation’s registered marks, the word ‘Urantia’ and the Concentric
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Circles Symbol.”55 The Foundation’s leveraging of intellectual property rights to police the
Brotherhood’s activities finally exposed the originally conceived division between the
Foundation’s legal and custodial functions and the Brotherhood’s religio-social functions as not
only unsustainable but fundamentally artificial. The Foundation’s control of intellectual property
rights was also a form of control over social relations.
Shortly after the two organizations formally split (and the Brotherhood was renamed the
Fifth Epochal Fellowship), Brotherhood President Meredith Sprunger suggested a new way
forward for those willing to challenge the Foundation. He wrote, “I am personally not interested
in political or legal activities; but there are those in the Fifth Epochal Fellowship who feel called
to use these human channels in the service of the Fifth Epochal Revelation. They inform me that
the best legal counsel questions the legal validity of the registered marks…The only way to get
such a determination is a test case.”56 By 1992, Kristen Maaherra was in court challenging the
Urantia Foundation’s trademarks and copyright. Maaherra was funded in part by Brotherhood
member Harry McMullan who would also initiate the litigation that successfully pushed The
Urantia Book into the public domain. Put on the defensive for the first time, the Foundation
wrote, “The Urantia Book is for all the peoples of Urantia, and in a symbolic sense, it belongs to,
it’s owned by…all of us – in much the same way that Yellowstone Park belongs to, and is owned
by, the people of the United States.”57
While the Urantia Foundation successfully secured their trademark rights despite
repeated legal challenges, Harry McMullan finally managed to have the Foundation’s copyright
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in The Urantia Book invalidated in 2002. Shortly afterward, the Fifth Epochal Fellowship
published their version of the book.

Conclusion

In 1990, David Elders, president of the Urantia Brotherhood, imagined the future of The
Urantia Book to be one in which the intellectual property laws originally used to protect the
revelation in the early years would, “slowly give way over time to the living protection of the
book and its teachings by its broad, multi-lingual distribution across the face of the planet and
the existence of a worldwide network of readers and believers.” 58 Elders expressed faith that the
legal strictures of intellectual property rights would in time be replaced by protection of the
revelation grounded in the social norms of a vibrant and growing community committed to the
authentic teachings of the book. He feared that the Foundation’s policies, rather than responsibly
preparing to give way to the rule of the community, were instead squandering the “thriving,
worldwide religio-social fellowship of readers/believers…in order to satisfy commercial
trademark law.”59 Of course, the Foundation’s fears were not much different. They worried about
a future for The Urantia Book in which unbridled growth would result in an unprepared public
reading and misinterpreting the book without appropriate guidance from past readers and
teachers. While both Foundation and Brotherhood were similarly invested in the best possible
future for the book; nonetheless, the organizations’ visions of sociality were markedly divergent.
The Brotherhood saw the Urantian community as vividly present yet shackled by the
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Foundation’s law; the Foundation saw the Urantian community as still yet-to-come, a social
nucleus tenuously held together by the legal forces of intellectual property.
The organizational split also reflected differences in how the Foundation and
Brotherhood imagined potential new readers. For the Foundation and for many long-time
readers, the individual’s introduction to The Urantia Book was itself part of its mythos as a
revelation.60 These narratives of discovery indicate a widely-embraced understanding of the
book’s circulation as a cultural and religious interchange between like-minded spiritual seekers
rather than an economic transaction in which the personalities, sensibilities and religious
inclinations of the buyer and seller are irrelevant to the exchange. This ethos powerfully evokes
pre-modern forms of reading and book distribution in which the transfer of the book was itself an
important activity that vitally shaped the reader’s reception of the book and its content.61 For the
Urantia Foundation, this ethos could only be preserved in the strategy of person-to-person
distribution. The sanctity of The Urantia Book would thus be bolstered by the care given to its
transfer and the book’s embeddedness in a fundamentally social rather than economic
relationship. The Brotherhood, on the other hand, which was willing to align itself with
widespread strategies of commercial publication, distribution and advertising, felt that making
the book widely available was more important than maintaining careful control over each
material transaction. For the Urantia Brotherhood, the serendipitous discovery of The Urantia
Book in a bookstore or magazine ad could be just as spiritually compelling as the exchange of the
book between friends.
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Both visions of distribution could be convincingly grounded in religious rationale – either
in the language of custodianship or of the free dissemination of gospel – so, in order to be
resolved, these competing visions became increasingly mapped onto the language of intellectual
property rights and the public domain. The irony of the Foundation using market tools like
intellectual property rights to contest the pro-market rationales of the Brotherhood actually
reflect contradictions built into intellectual property law itself, which creates a state-sanctioned
monopoly instituted in the interests of a free market. These contradictions only emerged as
different members of the Urantia community passed through the gauntlet of the American
courtroom and learned how to constitute both their arguments and themselves as actors moving
through new systems of religious sociality. In other words, the Urantian religious community
was constituted through and against the legalities of intellectual property. Copyright and
trademark law determined the distribution of The Urantia Book and the signs of the Urantian
symbolic world, and in doing so, they determined the structure and operation of Urantian society.
Behind the legal machinations and the formal policies established by varied Urantians in the
name of shared goals fostering the protection and distribution of a new revelation to the world,
was a struggle to shape a growing and highly dispersed religious community into ideal social
configurations. Furthermore, behind these different visions of social configuration operated
competing visions of the nature of spirituality itself as it manifest in a new community of
believers.
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